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Bandwidth Efficient Power Line Communications Based on OFDM
Lutz H.-J. Lampe and Johannes B. Huber

Abstract Power line communications for high data rates using or-
thogonal frequency division multiplexing are considered. We regard
the situations where no channel information is available at the trans-
mitter and where channel information is/ is not provided to the re-
ceiver. In order to enable a performance evaluation of transmission
schemes with different bandwidth efficiencies, a stochastic represen-
tation of the channel transfer function is given, which leads to a fad-
ing channel model. As an appropriate measure of performance when
applying powerful channel coding, the capacity of this special fading
channel is calculated. The combination of a large signal constellation
and low rate codes in order to obtain a fixed target rate proves to be
advantageous both for coherent and bandwidth efficient noncoher-
ent transmission over power line. The theoretic considerations are
affirmed by means of simulations.

Keywords power line communications, OFDM, channel capacity

1. Introduction

The use of the power distribution grid to access world–
wide communications networks has attracted much atten-
tion and has become a mature subject of research in the
last few years. Although the power line network has not
been designed for transferring data and is thus charac-
terized by unfavorable transmission properties, frequency
ranges of some MHz are at the disposal for telecommuni-
cation purposes. To achieve high data rates of some Mbit/s
required for multimedia applications, sophisticated and
well designed digital transmission systems are necessary
in order to exploit the available frequency bands.

In this paper, the well–known multicarrier technique
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), e.g.
[1], is considered as modulation scheme. By the applica-
tion of OFDM, the most distinct property of the power
line channel, its frequency selectivity, can be easily coped
with. Furthermore, OFDM makes a very efficient use of
the allocated bandwidth possible [2].

We concentrate on the case where no information about
the channel is available at the transmitter side. Starting
from a linear system approach of the transmission chan-
nel, a stochastic channel model is given. By employing
OFDM, a slowly time–varying, frequency non–selective
fading channel results for power line communications.
Since we assume the application of powerful channel cod-
ing schemes, cf. e.g. [3], the capacity of this fading chan-
nel is regarded as appropriate measure for performance
evaluation. Hence, guidelines for a system design are ob-
tained by calculating the capacity for bandwidth efficient
transmission with and with no channel state information at
the receiver. In the case of noncoherent reception differen-
tial encoding at the transmitter and multiple symbol differ-
ential detection at the receiver are proposed [4]. The pos-
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sible gain in terms of required signal–to–noise ratio due to
perfect channel state information available at the receiver
side is quantified. We show that due to the fading the use of
relatively large signal constellations in combination with
low rate codes [5] is well suited for communication over a
large class of power line channels.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 a
stochastic representation of the channel transfer func-
tion is proposed. The resulting fading channel model for
OFDM transmission is presented in Section 3. Section 4
gives the system model and the calculation of capacity for
both coherent and noncoherent reception. In Section 5 ca-
pacity curves are shown for relevant examples. Section 6
presents simulation results which correspond well to the
capacity analysis.

2. Stochastic Power Line Channel Model

Using the power distribution grid for communication pur-
poses the transmission line is appropriately described by a
linear, dispersive, time–invariant system, at least for time
intervals which are very long compared to the duration of
one OFDM–symbol. Thus, the channel is characterized by
a channel transfer functionH(f) and a subsequent addi-
tive noise term. Throughout the paper,H(f) constitutes
the transfer function in the equivalent low–pass domain,
cf. e.g. [6, Appendix].

2.1 Channel Transfer Function

Due to the structure of typical power line networks with a
lot of impedance discontinuities a transmitted signal will
be received as a number of distinctively delayed and at-
tenuated signals at the receiver side corresponding to re-
flections from those discontinuities. Hence, a multi–path
signal propagation model seems to be suitable to describe
the channel transfer characteristics. Neglecting the (slow)
time–variance of the channel (cf. e.g. [7]) this model was
used in e.g. [8, 9] for presenting a deterministic expression
of H(f) depending on some parameters.

But in many situations, a stochastic model regarding
the transfer function as a random processH(�; f), where
� denotes the atomic event of the random experiment,
is desirable instead of one determined transfer function.
Clearly, as the signal attenuation and phase on the long
term increase with the frequencyf , H(�; f) is a non–
stationaryrandom process along the frequency axis. Sam-
ple functions of this process are illustrated in Figure 1.

For a certain frequencyf the random variableH(�; f)
results from the superposition of numerous independent
random variables which represent the effects of mis-
matched lines in power line networks. Therefore, the ap-
plication of the central limit theorem is motivated [10],
which yieldsH(�; f) to be a complexnon–stationary
Gaussian processwith autocorrelation function (:�: com-
plex conjugation,E denotes expectation)

�HH (f1; f2)
4
= EfH(�; f1) �H

�(�; f2)g (1)
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Fig. 1. Sample functions of the non–stationary random processH(�; f).

and mean value

m(f)
4
= EfH(�; f)g : (2)

We will denote the second moment of the non–stationary
process, i.e., the average power of the transfer function, by

P (f)
4
= �HH (f; f) = EfjH(�; f)j2g : (3)

Generally, the average gain
p
P (f) and the frequency

dependent average phase term'0(f) of the set of transfer
functions can be assumed to be characteristic for differ-
ent types of power line networks and communication links
over these networks. The average power transfer function
may be approximated by

P (f) / exp(�a � f) (4)

in many situations, where the attenuation parametera cor-
responds to different network types. The average phase
term can be expressed by

'0(f) =
X
i

cif
bi ; (5)

whereci are normalization constants, and, for example,
terms forbi = 0 correspond to the phase term due to the
transformation into the lowpass domain, terms forbi =
0:5 describe the skin–effect, and terms forbi = 1 give the
phase term representing the average signal delay. Hence,
it is convenient to eliminate these average values and to
define a normalized random process

~H(�; f)
4
=

H(�; f)p
P (f) � e�j'0(f)

: (6)

For simplicity, let the mean value of~H(�; f) be constant
over f . If additionally the autocorrelation function (acf)
� ~H ~H(f +�f; f) of this normalized process only depends

on the frequency difference�f , i.e.,� ~H ~H(f +�f; f)
4
=

Fig. 2. Example of the autocorrelation function� ~H ~H
(�f) of the ran-

dom process~H(�; f) with coherence bandwidthBc.

� ~H ~H(�f),8f 2 IR, ~H(�; f) is well modeled by astation-
ary Gaussian process. An exemplary acf� ~H ~H(�f) for
this normalized stationary process is depicted in Figure 2.
Within the coherence bandwidthBc which is defined by

Bc =
1

� ~H ~H(0)

1Z
�1

� ~H ~H(f) df (7)

the transfer function does not change significantly.

2.2 Additive Noise

In power line communication systems interference of sev-
eral types occurs, usually categorized in colored noise, im-
pulsive noise, and narrow–band noise, cf. e.g. [11, 12].
However, an adequate representation of the interference
scenario has not been given yet. Therefore, we assume
the additive Gaussian noise with power spectral density
�nn(f). Now, let the normalized channel transfer func-
tion ~H(�; f) virtually comprise not only the power lines
and the transmitter and receiver filters, but also a noise
whitening filterHWF(f) with the amplitude transfer func-
tion

jHWF(f)j =

s
N0

�nn(f)
: (8)

Then, the derivations in the previous section remain valid
and, as in the subsequent analyses mainly the signal–to–
noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver side is considered, we can
apply the simple model of additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) with one–sided noise power spectral densityN0,
which is equal to the two–sided spectral noise power den-
sity of the equivalent complex baseband white Gaussian
noise process.
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3. Multicarrier Modulation

On the basis of the introduced stochastic power line chan-
nel model, now a simple model for power line communi-
cation using orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM), e.g. [1], is derived. Due to the properties of
OFDM, the stochastic process along the frequency axis
is transformed into an equivalentdiscrete–time process,
which models afadingchannel.

3.1 Application of OFDM to Power Lines

Core of the OFDM–system is the conversion of the con-
volution of the transmit signal and the channel impulse
response into a component-wise multiplication of sam-
ples of their Fourier transforms. For transformation of lin-
ear convolution into cyclic convolution, each block ofD
channel symbols is preceded by theD0 last symbols of
the same block at the transmitter and at the receiver only
D symbols out ofD + D0 received symbols are taken.
D0 is commonly referred to as guard interval, e.g. [1]. If
the guard interval is at least as long as the (discrete–time)
channel impulse response, OFDM partitions the dispersive
channel intoD independent AWGN–subchannels (subcar-
riers). The subchannel transfer factors�� are samples of
the channel transfer functionH(f):

�� = H(�f � �) ; � = 0; 1; : : : ; D � 1 : (9)

where�f denotes the OFDM–subcarrier spacing.
Generally, the signal–to–noise ratios in these subchan-

nels differ significantly. Clearly, if the subchannel SNR is
known at the transmitter side the transmit power and infor-
mation rate can be appropriately assigned (loaded) to each
subchannel. For that purpose, a number of loading algo-
rithms have been proposed [1, 13, 14, 15]. In power line
communication schemes channel state information usu-
ally is not available at the transmitter, especially for the
point–to–multipoint transmission situations. Thus, load-
ing is not further considered.

Without loading, equal power and equal information
rate have to be assigned to the OFDM–subcarriers. If the
signal processing is performed independently in each sub-
channel, only a subset of subcarriers would allow reliable
communication. An advantageous alternative is to employ
channel coding across the subcarriers. In this case, in the
decoding the reliably received symbols from a subchannel
with relatively high SNR are used to restore the unreliable
symbols from a subchannel with relatively low SNR. In
[16] it is shown that for typical flat fading channels almost
their capacity is achievable even without loading.

3.2 Fading Channel Model

First, we regard the transmission of only one OFDM–
symbol. The signaling along the discrete frequency axis
in OFDM is equivalent to transmission over a frequency
non–selective (flat) discrete–“time” fading channel. De-
scribing this fading channel in the equivalent low–pass do-
main [6, Appendix], the complex–valued channel state is
related to the subcarrier transfer factors and the channel
transfer function, respectively, by (k 2 ZZ: discrete–“time”
index)

s[k] = �k = H(�f � k) ; k = 0; 1; : : : ; D � 1 : (10)

Letx[k] andy[k] denote the fading channel input and out-
put signal, respectively, the input–output–relation reads

y[k] = s[k] � ej'c � x[k] + n[k] ; (11)

where'c is the carrier phase offset between transmitter
and receiver, which can be assumed to be constant over at
least one OFDM–symbol, andn[k] represents the AWGN
with variance�2n = N0 �D ��f (see Section 2.2).

Applying the stochastic power line channel model of

Section 2, the fading gain g[k]
4
= js[k]j has for a fixed

“time” k, or equivalently for a fixed subcarrier number�,
a Ricean distribution with the probability density function
(pdf)1 (I0(�) is the modified Bessel function of order zero)

pG(gj�) =
2g

�2�
� exp

�
�

�
g2

�2�
+K�

��
I0

 
2g

s
K�

�2�

!
;

(12)
where

�2� =
P (�f � �)

K� + 1
(13)

and

K� =
m2(�f � �)

P (�f � �)�m2(�f � �)
(14)

are the usual parameters of a Ricean pdf.
It is also interesting to consider the normalized channel

state

~s[k]
4
=

s[k]p
P (�f � k) � e�j'0(�f �k)

=
s[k]p

(1 +Kk)�2k � e
�j'0(�f �k)

; (15)

which corresponds to samples of the normalized transfer
function from Equation (6). The normalized fading gain

~g[k]
4
= j~s[k]j is Ricean distributed with parameters~�2

and ~K independent of the subcarrier number�. Thus, the
power line fading channel model for OFDM transmission
is here constructed by using the well–known Ricean flat
fading channel model and multiplying each channel gain
~g[k] with the corresponding amplitude term

p
P (�f � k).

Usually, adjacent OFDM-subcarriers are located within
the coherence bandwidthBc. Hence, the fading channel is
slowly time–varying and the channel state can be expected
to be constant over at least two consecutive symbols.

For transmission over a series of OFDM–symbols, we
define the discrete–“time” stochastic processs[�; k], k 2
ZZ, as stochastic model for the fading channel, where� de-
notes the atomic event of the corresponding random exper-
iment. Each sample functions[�; k] corresponds to one ex-
emplary power line channel. Now, the long term time vari-
ance of the power line channel has to be taken into consid-
eration, too. As a proven model to describe this time vari-
ance has not been established yet, one reasonable choice
is that one realization ofs[�; k] contains random variables
of one sample functionH(�; f) for fixed frequency val-
uesf = �f � �, � = 0; 1; : : : ; D � 1. However, since we

1 We denote random variables corresponding to signals by the respec-
tive capital letter.
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Fig. 3. Histogram of the normalized channel transfer functionj ~H(�f �
�)j for 1 < (�f � �)=MHz < 4 (solid line) and Rayleigh pdf (dashed
line).

are interested in results which are valid for an average of
power line transmission scenarios, it is more convenient to
identify a sample function ofs[�; k] with a concatenation
of many realizations of the discrete–frequency stochastic
processH(�;�f � �), � = kmodD. In this case, one
fading channel realization represents an ensemble average
over power line channel realizations.

In order to provide a verification of this fading chan-
nel model, measurements of 10 channel transfer functions
of one power line network [17] have been analyzed. Fig-
ure 3 shows the histogram ofj ~H(�f � �)j (solid line) for
1 < (�f � �)=MHz < 4 assuming that the average power
transfer functionP (f) is well approximated by equation
(4), where the attenuation parametera is fitted to the sam-
ple transfer functions. The subcarrier spacing�f is cho-
sen appropriately small so that a sufficient number of sam-
ples of ~H(f) occurs in the histogram. Clearly, the fluctua-
tions of the curve are due to the relatively small available
data base. For a comparison the Rayleigh pdf, which is
the special case of the Ricean pdf with Ricean parameter
K equal to zero, is plotted in Figure 3 (dashed line). As
can be seen, the pdf given by the stochastic model satis-
factorily matches the histogram based on measurements.

4. Channel Capacity

Having established a fading channel model for power line
communications using OFDM, we are now in the position
to calculate channel capacities as figure of merit to com-
pare different transmission schemes. It should be noted
that the capacities are expressed as ensemble averages.
Thus, the capacities represent averages of achievable rates
over an ensemble of power line channel realizations and
they are not the achievable rates for all special channel re-
alizations.

Subsequently, we will distinguish the cases where in-
formation on the channel state and the carrier phase are
and are not available at the receiver.

4.1 Coherent Transmission

The fading channel model introduced in Section 3 is ap-
plied and channel state information (CSI) is supposed to
be available at the receiver side, i.e., the channel gain and
phase are known. In this case, at least from the information
theoretical point of view, the dependency between consec-
utive channel states, i.e., the channel memory, is of no im-
portance. But usually, in order to make standard coding
techniques applicable, interleaving at the transmitter and
deinterleaving at the receiver are performed leading to a
virtually memoryless channel betweenx and y. As full
CSI is also passed through the deinterleaver, capacity is
not affected by such an interleaving technique, of course.
The corresponding system model for coherent transmis-
sion is sketched in Figure 4.

x // Interleaver // Channel
//
// Deinterleaver

y //

s;'c
//

Fig. 4. System model for coherent transmission.

The channel is described by the conditioned pdf
pY (yjx; s; 'c). Since coherent reception is assumed and
since the noise is rotationally invariant, the phase ofs[k] �
ej'c is irrelevant and it is sufficient to considerpY (yjx; g).
Clearly, pY (yjx; g) is the well–known two–dimensional
Gaussian pdf with meang[k] � x[k].

The calculation of the channel capacity requires the op-
timization of all free parameters. As we are interested in
the limits for given PSK and QAM signal constellations
with uniformly, independently, and identically distributed
(u.i.i.d.) signal points, i.e., constellation and a–priori prob-
abilities are regarded as part of the channel, no optimiza-
tion on these parameters has to be performed. For coherent
reception and perfect channel state information, the capac-
ity CCSI, measured in bit per symbol, equals the average
mutual information [18]

CCSI = EY;X;G

�
log2

�
pY (yjx; g)

pY (yjg)

��
; (16)

wherepY (yjg) is the average pdf of the channel output
given the channel state. For averaging over the channel
state the pdf

pG(g) =
1

D

D�1X
�=0

pG(gj�) (17)

with pG(gj�) from (12) is used.

4.2 Noncoherent Transmission

In many communications scenarios reliable estimation of
the channel state and carrier phase is not practicable. For
such applications the use of differential encoding at the
transmitter and noncoherent reception at the receiver are
convenient. Figure 5 shows the system model for nonco-
herent transmission.

By differential encoding the information is conveyed in
the transitions of the channel input symbolsx. The cur-
rent transmitted symbolx[k] is determined by an inter-
leaved version (discussed in detail below) of the data–
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Fig. 5. System model for noncoherent transmission.

r: reference symbol of the
vector symbol representing
N � 1 differential symbols

Fig. 6. Grouping of the received sequencey[k] into overlapping vectors
y of lengthN = 3 and deinterleaving.

carrying (differential) symbola[k] and the previous trans-
mitted symbolx[k � 1]. For high bandwidth efficiency
this differential encoding is performed in both phase and
amplitude, which is known as differential amplitude and
phase shift keying (DAPSK), e.g. [19].

Suitable signal constellations are�A�PSK for the sym-
bols x, which consist ofM = � � � points arranged in
� distinct concentric rings with different radii�i, i =
0; 1; : : : ; �� 1, and� uniformly spaced phases'm, m =
0; 1; : : : ; ��1, so–called “star–constellations” cf. [20]. As
usual, the differential symbolsa are taken from the same
signal set as the transmitted signal. Leti[k] andm[k],
k 2 ZZ, denote the sequences of radius and phase indices of
the corresponding sequencex[k] of channel symbols, i.e.,
x[k] = �i[k]e

j'm[k] . Additionally, the radius and phase in-
dices of the differential symbolsa[k] are written byj[k]
andn[k], i.e,a[k] = �j[k]e

j'n[k]. Then, differential encod-
ing is performed by

x[k] = �(i[k�1]+j[k]) mod�e
j'(m[k�1]+n[k])mod � : (18)

In conventional differential detection the discrete chan-
nel output sequencey[k] is partitioned into overlapping
vectorsy of two consecutive symbols at the receiver. If the
coherence bandwidth of the channel is (at least)N > 2
symbols the receiver favorably operates on blocksy of
N > 2 consecutive symbols, overlapping each other by
one symbol, see Figure 6 (whereN = 3) and cf. e.g. [21].
This multiple symbol differential detection provides fur-
ther gains, e.g. [21, 22].

From the observation of one received vectory, decision
variables on the differential vectora of N � 1 data sym-

bolsa are obtained. Thereby,y corresponds to the vector
x containingN transmitted symbolsx , where the first en-
try acts as reference symbolr of the differential encoder.
In order to apply standard coding techniques for memory-
less channels, it is convenient to ignore the statistical de-
pendencies between the blocksy. This is generated by ap-
plying (asymptotically ideal) interleaving based on vector
symbolsa andy, respectively, which generates a virtually
memoryless channel betweena andy. Figure 6 illustrates
overlapping, grouping, and deinterleaving forN = 3. Al-
though the current channel gainsg[k] are assumed to be
unknown to the receiver, it is reasonable to exploit the
well–known average channel parameters�2� andK� in-
troduced in (13) and (14), respectively, for each OFDM–
subcarrier� = 0; 1; : : : ; D � 1. Here, each vector symbol
a andy, respectively, corresponds toN subcarriers. Since
a verified model of the acf of the channel gain has not
been found yet, we employ the usual assumption that the
channel gain is almost constant over (at least)N subcar-
riers. Thus, the memoryless channel is represented by the
pdf pY (yja; �), where the dependency on�2� andK� is
expressed by conditioning on one subcarrier number� of
theN consecutive subcarriers.

In order to determinepY (yja; �) the fading channel
input–output–relation (11) is extended to vector symbols

y[`] = s[`] � ej'c � x[`] + n[`] ; (19)

wheres[`] is nearly equal for all components ofx[`], n[`]
denotes independent AWGN with variance�2n = N0�fD
per complex component, and̀ = bk=(N � 1)c 2 ZZ
denotes the discrete–“time” index corresponding to vec-
tor symbols. The pdfpY (yjx; �) is derived in [21, Ap-
pendix]. Replacingx by a and one reference symbol
r according to (18),pY (yjx; �) can be expressed by
pY (yja; r; �). This pdf includes inversion of the differ-
ential encoding. Averaging this pdf over all possible refer-
ence symbolsr finally yields the desired pdfpY (yja; �).

Now, the capacity of the memoryless vector channel,
normalized to bit per scalar symbol, is calculated by

C(N) =
1

N � 1
�
1

D

D�1X
�=0

EY ;A

�
log2

�
pY (yja; �)

pY (yj�)

��
:

(20)
It should be noted that no optimization of the distribution
of a can be performed. Regardless the distribution ofa the
differentially encoded symbolsx will be uniformly dis-
tributed. Therefore, we had already restricted the differen-
tial symbolsa to be u.i.i.d., which maximizes the through-
put of the channel.

5. Numerical Results

In this section capacities over the average signal–to–noise
ratio �Es=N0 ( �Es: average receive energy per symbol) are
evaluated by numerical integration. The results are inde-
pendent of the numberD of OFDM–subcarriers and the
subcarrier spacing�f as long asN ��f � Bc holds.

For the following numerical results we suppose the
channel gainsg[k] corresponding to subcarriers� =
kmodD to be Rayleigh distributed, which is the most im-
portant special case of the Ricean fading model. The aver-
age power transfer functionP (f) with exponential decay
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in f is used, cf. (4), i.e.,

�2� = P (�f � �) / exp (�a ��f � �) : (21)

The attenuation parametera is set to 10�7 1/Hz and
10�6 1/Hz, respectively, typical for some classes of power
line channels. Their orders of magnitude coincide with the
parameters of sample networks given in [8]. Furthermore,
the transmission bandwidthBT is assumed to be limited to
2 MHz and 3 MHz, respectively, which are reasonable val-
ues regarding restrictions imposed on power line commu-
nications by regulator authorities [23]. It should be noted
that the capacity in bit per channel use versus�Es=N0 de-
pends on the transmission bandwidth because, via the av-
erage power transfer functionP (f), the channel fading
properties depend onBT. Although the channel param-
eters are only exemplary chosen, the subsequently drawn
consequences apply in general.

5.1 Coherent Transmission

Coherent transmission with perfect channel state infor-
mation and usual 4PSK, 8PSK, 16QAM, 32QAM, and
64QAM providing spectral efficiencies up to 6 bit/s/Hz is
considered.

Figure 7 presents the capacity curves fora = 10�7 1/Hz
andBT = 3 MHz. As reference, the respective capaci-
ties of the AWGN channel are shown. As expected, for a
fixed information rate, the fading channel of OFDM trans-
mission over power lines requires a considerably higher
SNR than the AWGN channel. Furthermore, it is interest-
ing to recognize that for the AWGN channel the curves
of different signal constellations converge much faster to-
wards lower capacity values than for the fading channel.
Hence, in terms of capacity it is advantageous to spend
more than one bit of redundancy per complex symbol (cf.
[24]), i.e., larger signal constellations in combination with
low rate codes are favorably used. The same observation
based on bit error rates has also been reported in [5], where
this strategy is called channel symbol expansion diversity
(CSED).

In Figure 8 the influence of the parametera on the ca-
pacity is illustrated. As can be seen, the capacity at a cer-
tain SNR decreases for the larger value ofa. Whereas in
the case ofa = 10�7 1/Hz the fading variances�2� are
almost identical for all�, and hence, the channel is essen-
tially Rayleigh fading (pG(g) in (17) is the Rayleigh pdf),
for a = 10�6 1/Hz the variances vary strongly over the
subchannel number, and thus, the channel gain fluctuates
more heavily. Regarding the capacity curves of different
constellations the concept of CSED is expected to provide
higher gains for increasinga.

Concerning the capacity over the average SNR, using
a larger transmission bandwidth is equivalent to increas-
ing the value ofa. Figure 9 shows the capacity curves
for BT = 2 MHz andBT = 3 MHz. For a bandwidth
of 3 MHz the channel gain performs a stronger fading
which leads to a performance loss compared to the case of
BT = 2 MHz. Therefore, as long asexp(�a � f) does not
deviate negligibly from one, relatively large signal con-
stellations should be applied for power line transmission
over a wide spectral range. Although the capacity in bit per
channel use decreases for increasing transmission band-
width BT due to more severe fading, transmission capac-
ity measured in bit per second increases with increasing

Fig. 7. CapacitiesCCSI (coherent reception) for 4PSK, 8PSK, 16QAM,
32QAM, 64QAM. Solid lines: Fading channel of OFDM over power
lines with parametersa = 10�7 1/Hz andBT = 3 MHz. Dashed lines:
AWGN channel.

Fig. 8. CapacitiesCCSI (coherent reception) for 4PSK, 8PSK, 16QAM,
32QAM, 64QAM. Fading channel of OFDM over power lines with
BT = 3 MHz. Solid lines: a = 10�7 1/Hz. Dashed lines:a =
10�6 1/Hz.

BT because of a higher possible number of channel uses
per second, of course.

5.2 Noncoherent Transmission

Differentially encoded transmission and differential detec-
tion is regarded without channel state information. The
rings of the D�A�PSK constellations are geometrically
spaced with the ratios�1=�0 = 2 for� = 2 and�i+1=�i =
1:4, i = 0; 1; 2 for � = 4, which were found to be advan-
tageous for fading channels [25, 26]. Note, optimally the
ring ratios have to be optimized for each SNR.

Figure 10 comprises the capacity curves of various
�A�PSK constellations, which offer spectral efficien-
cies up to 6 bit/s/Hz, and noncoherent detection with
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Fig. 9. CapacitiesCCSI (coherent reception) for 4PSK, 8PSK, 16QAM,
32QAM, 64QAM. Fading channel of OFDM over power lines witha =
10�6 1/Hz. Solid lines:BT = 3 MHz. Dashed lines:BT = 2 MHz.

N = 2. The parameters of the power line channel are
a = 10�7 1/Hz anda = 10�6 1/Hz, respectively, and
BT = 3 MHz. Since the ring ratios are fixed, the capac-
ity curves for DAPSK and DPSK intersect. Consequently,
CSED is not expected to provide gains for relatively low
target rates, e.g., 2 bit/ch.use fora = 10�7 1/Hz. How-
ever, if high spectral efficiencies are desired, gains can be
achieved by spending more than one bit of redundancy per
symbol. Moreover, for increasinga the positive effect of
CSED intensifies. Similar to the case of coherent transmis-
sion, the capacity loss due to fading strongly depends on
the parametera (For clarity, the respective capacity curves
of the AWGN channel are omitted in Figure 10.).

In order to assess the performance loss because of dif-
ferential detection, Figure 11 displays the capacities for
coherent and noncoherent transmission with 16QAM and
D2A8PSK, respectively. In the case of conventional dif-
ferential detection, i.e.,N = 2, a loss of 3 to 5 dB of
signal–to–noise ratio for differentially encoded transmis-
sion compared to coherent transmission is recognizable.
By applying multiple symbol differential detection this
gap can be compensated in part as shown in Figure 11 for
N = 3; 4. If N approaches infinity the normalized capac-
ity C(N) converges toCCSI, cf. [27].

6. Simulation Results

In order to further assess the capabilities of power line
communications, different transmission scenarios have
been simulated. In particular, 8PSK and 16QAM transmis-
sion with coherent reception and perfect channel state in-
formation at the receiver and 8PSK differentially encoded
transmission (D8PSK) with (conventional) differential de-
tection forN = 2 over the power line fading channel are
considered. Again, the Rayleigh fading model for the sub-
channel transfer factors with variances according to equa-
tion (21) is used. The attenuation parameters are chosen
a = 10�6 1/Hz anda = 10�7 1/Hz, respectively, and
transmission bandwidth isBT = 3 MHz .

Fig. 10. CapacitiesC(N = 2) (conventional differential reception) for
D4PSK, D8PSK, D2A8PSK, D2A16PSK, D4A16PSK. Solid lines: Fad-
ing channel of OFDM over power lines with parametersa = 10�7 1/Hz
andBT = 3 MHz. Dashed lines:a = 10�6 1/Hz.

Fig. 11. CapacitiesCCSI andC(N) for 16QAM and D2A8PSK, respec-
tively. Fading channel of OFDM over power lines witha = 10�6 1/Hz
andBT = 3 MHz. Solid lines:C(N = 2; 3; 4) (from right to left).
Dashed lines:CCSI.

As coded modulation scheme we apply bit–interleaved
coded modulation (BICM) [28, 29] in combination with
Gray labeling of the signal points. BICM is a suboptimum
but simple scheme applying only one binary code. For sev-
eral applications it has been shown [29] that based on Gray
labeling BICM suffers only a marginal capacity loss com-
pared to optimum coded modulation via multilevel coding
(MLC) with multistage decoding (MSD) [30, 31].

Parallel concatenated convolutional codes (Turbo
codes) [3] perform close to the capacity limit and are thus
used as codes. We employ Turbo codes with 16 state con-
stituent codes and random interleavers. The symmetrical
decoder concept according to [32] is used. Rate is adjusted
by symmetric puncturing of parity symbols, cf. [32]. In the
decoding 6 iterations are executed.
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The code lengths are chosen in that way that the code
symbols of one code word are mapped to 1000 channel
symbols. As the use ofD>�1000 subcarriers is practical
regarding the bandwidth of 3 MHz, coding can be done
separately for each OFDM–symbol. If (bit)interleaving is
also restricted to one OFDM–symbol, the transmission de-
lay is limited to 1000 channel symbols. However, in or-
der to obtain results that are not affected by the special
choice of the autocorrelation function� ~H ~H(f) (cf. Sec-
tion 2.1), for which a proved model does not exist, ideal
symbol interleaving is simulated by generating the sub-
channel transfer factors�� , � = 0; 1; : : : ; D � 1, inde-
pendently of each other. If the coherence bandwidth of the
power line channel is negligible compared to the interleav-
ing depth, this model is appropriate. In all simulations, the
bit–interleavers are randomly generated in order to pro-
vide results independent of a particular chosen interleaver.

In Figure 12 the bit error rates (BER) of coherent trans-
mission using 16QAM and 8PSK for a target rate equal
to 2.0 bit/symbol are compared. The lengths of the bi-
nary codes are 4000 for 16QAM and 3000 for 8PSK, re-
spectively, i.e., 1000 OFDM–subcarriers are active. Ideal
interleaving is applied as indicated above. As reference,
the capacity limits taking the finite error rate into account
(“rate–distortion capacities”) [33] are shown. As can be
seen, 16QAM clearly outperforms 8PSK. This is due to
the higher constellation expansion diversity when 16QAM
with code rate 1/2 is applied to achieve the desired target
rate of 2.0 bit/symbol. The gap of about 1.5 dB between
the curves simulated for 8PSK and 16QAM matches the
result predicted by the capacity analysis, which is illus-
trated by the rate–distortion capacities. For BER’s around
10�4 the gap between the required signal–to–noise ratios
and the capacity limits is about 2 dB.

Coherent transmission with 16QAM over power line
channels with different attenuation parametersa is re-
garded in Figure 13. Clearly, the stronger fading due to a
larger value ofa leads to a performance loss. In particular,
the power efficiency decreases by about 1.7 dB whena in-
creases from10�7 1/Hz to10�6 1/Hz. Again, the simula-
tion results are in great accordance with the rate–distortion
capacities.

As mentioned in Section 4.1, the channel memory does
not play any role for the capacity of the coherent trans-
mission scheme. But if the channel coherence bandwidth
is relatively large and interleaving is done within one
OFDM–symbol, a decoding error is caused with high
probability when deep fades occur, which leads to an in-
creased average error rate. In order to study these effects
in more detail, we use a simple model for the normalized
stationary Gaussian process~H(�; f), i.e., a Gaussian acf

� ~H ~H(f) = exp(��(f=Bc)
2) : (22)

The simulation results for different values of the co-
herence bandwidthBc are depicted in Figure 14 (a =
10�7 1/Hz, BT = 3 MHz). Again, randomly gener-
ated bit–interleavers are applied. The curves show that
the channel memory cannot completely be eliminated by
the (bit)interleaving within one OFDM–symbol, i.e, for a
largerBc the bit error rate deteriorates. For the coherence
bandwidths comprising 5 and 11 OFDM–subchannels, re-
spectively, the losses in power efficiency are about 0.2 dB
and 0.6 dB, respectively, for BER� 10�4. Although the
interleaving depth of 1000 channel symbols is still rela-

Fig. 12. BER as a function of�Eb=N0 for coherent transmission with
8PSK (solid lines) and 16QAM (dashed lines) and rate 2.0 bit/symbol.
Fading channel of OFDM over power lines witha = 10�7 1/Hz and
BT = 3 MHz. Channel coding over one OFDM–symbol. BICM with
ideal interleaving. Left hand side: respective rate–distortion capacity lim-
its.

Fig. 13. BER as a function of�Eb=N0 for coherent transmission with
16QAM and rate 2.0 bit/symbol. Fading channel of OFDM over power
lines with BT = 3 MHz and a = 10�6 1/Hz (solid lines) and
a = 10�7 1/Hz (dashed lines), respectively. Channel coding over one
OFDM–symbol. BICM with ideal interleaving. Left hand side: respec-
tive rate–distortion capacity limits.

tively large when compared to the coherence bandwidth
of e.g. 11 channel symbols, this effect occurs because of
the high sensitivity of the Turbo code to statistical depen-
dencies within the received symbol sequence.

Finally, coherent transmission with channel state infor-
mation and differentially encoded transmission without
channel state information using the 8PSK signal constel-
lation are compared. Here, ideal interleaving is simulated,
and for D8PSK the channel is assumed to be constant over
two consecutive symbols. The target rate of 1.5 bit/symbol
is chosen. In Figure 15 the simulation results are plotted.
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Fig. 14. BER as a function of�Eb=N0 for for coherent transmission with
16QAM and rate 2.0 bit/symbol. Fading channel of OFDM over power
lines with a = 10�7 1/Hz andBT = 3 MHz. Autocorrelation func-
tion � ~H ~H

(f) according to (22). Coherence bandwidth:Bc = 0 Hz
(solid line),Bc = 5 � �f (dashed line),Bc = 11 � �f (dash–dotted
line). BICM (channel coding and random interleaving) over one OFDM–
symbol.

Fig. 15. BER as a function of�Eb=N0 for 8PSK (solid lines) and D8PSK
transmission and differential detection withN = 2 (dashed lines) and
rate 1.5 bit/symbol. Fading channel of OFDM over power lines with
BT = 3 MHz anda = 10�7 1/Hz. Channel coding over one OFDM–
symbol. Ideal interleaving. Left hand side: respective rate–distortion ca-
pacity limits.

As predicted by the theoretical considerations, a difference
in the power efficiencies of about 3 to 3.5 dB between co-
herent and noncoherent transmission can be observed. An
increase of the observation interval withN > 2 is ex-
pected to reduce the gap. But it should be noted that for
N > 2 BICM is not the appropriate scheme [34].

7. Conclusions

In this paper power line communication systems employ-
ing OFDM are described and compared. Channel informa-
tion is assumed not to be available at the transmitter side.
Both the situations with and with no channel information
at the receiver are regarded.

In order to make a general analysis possible a stochas-
tic power line channel model is introduced. Incorporating
the transmitter and receiver operations of OFDM into the
model and using coding across the OFDM–subcarriers a
slowly time–varying frequency non–selective fading chan-
nel is obtained. The capacity of this fading channel is cal-
culated for the cases of coherent transmission and differ-
entially encoded transmission with multiple symbol dif-
ferential detection.

The numerical results of the channel capacity show that
the frequency dependent signal attenuation and the trans-
mission bandwidth largely influence the required average
signal–to–noise ratio for reliable communication at the re-
ceiver. To combat the signal fading the application of large
signal constellations and low rate codes proves to be con-
venient.

According to the capacity curves the perfect knowledge
of the channel characteristic leads to considerable gains of
the order of some dB in the signal–to–noise ratio. Increas-
ing the observation interval of the noncoherent detection
can reduce the gap between transmission with and with no
channel state information at the receiver.

The theoretical results derived from capacity analy-
sis are affirmed by means of simulations for 8PSK and
16QAM signal constellations. As well–known for trans-
mission over fading channels, the interleaving depth is re-
quired to largely exceed the coherence bandwidth of the
fading process along the frequency axis.
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